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Unlimited races in
which it participat-
ed and possessing a list of
crewmembers that reads like a
Who’s Who of Unlimited Air Racing.
What follows is the story of a great race
plane and its pilot — Darryl
Greenamyer and the Bearcat
known as Conquest I.

THE FIRST 
YEAR: 1964

In June 1964, Lockheed test
pilot Darryl Greenamyer was
searching for an aircraft suitable to compete in the
recently announced National Championship Air Races
to be held in Reno, Nevada, during September. Darryl
found that airplane in the form of a Grumman F8F-2
Bearcat. The Bearcat, registered N1111L, was owned by
Antelope Valley Aerial Surveys but was in relatively poor
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During January 1977, a bright yellow aircraft was spot-
ted in the landing pattern at Andrews AFB. The
large eagle visible on each side of the cowling clearly
identified the airplane as the record-setting

Grumman F8F-2 Bearcat flown by Darryl Greenamyer to six
Unlimited Gold Championships at the Reno National Air
Races. At the time, Greenamyer held the World Speed
Record for propeller-driven aircraft with a speed of 483-mph. 

Darryl eased the highly-modified airplane onto the runway
to conclude its final flight. Conquest I was being delivered to
the National Air and Space Museum (NASM) and the grace-
ful landing was the conclusion of a two-week adventure for
Darryl. Never really intended for long cross-country flight — a
combination of unfamiliar territory, weather, and the difficul-
ties associated with the ADI/alcohol oil cooling system would
result in Darryl to later remark this was one of the most dan-
gerous flights he had ever undertaken in this airplane. It was
most appropriate that Conquest I was placed in the NASM as
it would be the airplane to which every future Unlimited racer
would be compared — the winner of six of the twelve

Jim
Larsen’s

spectacular
photograph of Darryl

Greenamyer and the Bearcat at
the first Reno National Air Race

captures all the drama of attempting
to land the modified fighter at the

inadequate Sky Ranch Airport. The
poor nature of the runway, combined

with what seemed to be constantly
blowing sand, was less than ideally suited
to the F8F’s thin, high-pressure tires while

the crude low profile canopy hampered
visibility on approach. Slipping the aircraft in for

landing, Darryl decided that discretion was the better
part of valor, aborted his landing, and headed for the

more “civilized” runways at Reno Municipal.

Without question, the Bearcat was the “sport plane” of USN prop fighters and the aircraft’s overall grace is captured in this William T.
Larkins photo of L/Cmdr. D.C “Wiff” Caldwell in his F8F-1. However, in the early 1960s, there was little to no interest in surplus Bearcats
and the Navy was trying to sell the final examples at NAF Litchfield Park for $500 each. There were few takers and the majority were
scrapped. A look into the early life of N1111L was provided by Tom Coussens: “My father, Phil Coussens and another doctor [and former
ANG pilot] named Dick Brown bought it from Gene Akers [a fire-bomber pilot and early Warbird owner] in 1960. It was parked at
Watsonville and Gene ferried it to Fox Field. They constantly struggled with the hydraulic system and on Dad’s first solo flight, it failed
when he attempted to retract the gear. He putzed around at altitude with gear down, getting the feel of the plane. His buddy filmed the
takeoff and landing with an 8mm camera, and Dad actually dropped it in from a couple feet and elected to go around. He applied enough
power to climbout and held it level with rudder but, even so, it crabbed sideways to the point that he overflew the cameraman. His last
flight was in 1964 and it was pretty hairy. Over Plant 42 [Palmdale], the windscreen was suddenly covered in oil. Dad thought he lost a
row in the engine and was contemplating bailing out or making an emergency landing, but the engine suddenly developed power. He
opened the canopy and tried to clean off a portion of the windscreen and realized it was, once again, hydraulic fluid. Furious, he landed at
Fox, parked it, jumped out, kicked the gear leg, and walked away. Darryl came into the picture not long after and offered to maintain the

F8F if he could fly it in the transcon, and Dad
could fly it between races. Other life events
intervened and Dad never flew it again,
although he was among four pilots that
formed a club to buy a P-51D. I remember
Dad’s comments stating the Mustang was
underwhelming compared to the Bearcat.
The P-51D was underpowered and didn’t
handle well!” (W.T. Larkins)Author’s

Note: This is
the first of a series
of articles to bring the
story of historically signifi-
cant race planes to the readers
of Air Classics. Of even more
importance is to illustrate for readers
that air racing is a team endeavor
and to share the stories of the
people who have labored long
hours to produce the few
minutes of glory
that pass by so
rapidly during
an air race.

Extremely rare color photo taken of N1111L during June 1964 at The Air Museum in
Ontario, California. The aircraft was very poorly photographed when it was in stock

condition. Note the insignia on the cowl. (Alpha Archive)

Darryl going over
race plans with his

crew. (Alpha
Archive)


